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Generative Artificial Intelligence that can produce realistic text,
images, and other human-like outputs is currently transform-
ing many different industries. Yet it is not yet known how such
tools might influence social science research. In the first section
of this article, I assess the potential of Generative AI to improve
survey research, online experiments, automated content analy-
ses, agent-based models, and other techniques commonly used
to study human behavior. I also discuss the potential of these
tools to perform literature reviews, identify novel research ques-
tions, and facilitate routine research tasks such as writing, data
cleaning, and software programming. In the second section of
this article I discuss the many limitations of Generative AI, and
whether these tools can be deployed by researchers in an ethical
manner. I examine how bias in the data used to train these tools
can negatively impact social science research—as well as a range
of other challenges related to internal and external validity, re-
producibility, efficiency, and the proliferation of low-quality re-
search. I conclude by highlighting the need for increased col-
laboration between social scientists and artificial intelligence re-
searchers. Such community building is not only necessary to en-
sure broad access to high quality research tools, I argue, but also
because the progress of artificial intelligence will require deeper
understanding of the social forces that guide human behavior.
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Introduction
Generative Artificial Intelligence— technology capable of
producing realistic text, images, music, and other creative
forms— continues to captivate large audiences. ChatGPT,
the conversational chatbot generated by OpenAI, recently
became one of the fastest-growing consumer applications
in U.S. history. There is widespread speculation that such
Generative AI will have considerable impact on a range of
different industries and scientific disciplines—from creative
and legal writing to computer science and engineering. Yet
sociologists, political scientists, economists and other so-
cial scientists are only beginning to explore how Generative
AI will transform their research. In this article, I evaluate
whether these new tools will enhance conventional research
methods—and whether they may enable new forms of scien-
tific inquiry altogether. At the same time, I assess the many
limitations of Generative AI for social science research—and
discuss how scholars interested in exploring such technolo-
gies can mitigate risks associated with these largely untested
technologies.
In the first section of this article, I provide a brief history of
Generative AI and how it came to the attention of a small

group of social scientists. In the second section, I ask ask
whether Generative AI can effectively simulate human be-
havior for the purposes of social science research. I examine
whether these tools may be useful for survey research, or cre-
ating experimental primes within online experiments. Next,
I review recent studies that employ Generative AI models to
simulate dynamic human behaviors. These include experi-
ments where human respondents interact with Generative AI,
or simulations where these models interact with each other
to create emergent group behaviors. In the final part of this
section I examine how Generative AI might transform the
broader practice of social science research. I ask whether
these tools can serve as a “virtual research assistant” capa-
ble of performing tasks typically assigned to humans—such
as coding large groups of documents, or performing litera-
ture reviews. Finally, I assess whether Generative AI may
help researchers identify novel research questions or untested
hypotheses, communicate our research findings more effec-
tively, and expand access to software programming skills.

In the third section of this article I turn to the various risks and
potential dangers associated with Generative AI. Much of the
public discourse surrounding this new technology focuses on
the possibility of a “singularity" where models achieve gen-
eral artificial intelligence that could threaten human interests
and well-being. Many experts believe such concerns eschew
well-documented social harms that are already occurring in
the short term. These include the tendency of Generative AI
to exhibit strong bias against certain populations, exacerbate
social inequality, and spread misinformation—among others.
I discuss how these issues may negatively impact the qual-
ity, efficiency, interpretabality, and reproducibility of social
science research and generate pressing new questions about
ethics and the protection of human subjects. I also evalu-
ate the potential of these models to generate and dissemi-
nate “junk science" which could impede scientific inquiry for
years to come. Mitigating each of these risks is challeng-
ing, I argue, because the processes used to train Generative
AI are largely opaque—and accurate tools for detecting AI-
generated content are not yet effective at scale.

My principal goal is to provoke in-depth conversation be-
tween social scientists, computer scientists, ethicists, and AI
practioners about how to design research that can take advan-
tage of the considerable promise of Generative AI without
accelerating its potential for social harm. The most natural
place for this conversation to occur, in my view, is the field of
computational social science—an interdisciplinary field that
leverages tools from data science and machine learning to
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develop theories of human behavior using the increasingly
voluminous amount of data generated online each day (1–
3). Computational social science has already experienced its
own share of ethical controversies—long before the advent
of Generative AI (3, 4) Excitement about the ability to em-
bed research studies within online ecosystems, for example,
may have compromised the safety of dissidents in authoritar-
ian regimes (5), violated privacy (6), and led to the study of
large populations without adequate consent (7). These con-
cerning developments within the field most likely to adopt
Generative AI suggest there may be a range of “unknown
unknowns” that will require careful reflection within an in-
creasingly competitive research environment.
Several caveats are in order. First, my analysis of how Gen-
erative AI might transform research is strictly limited to so-
cial science and thus does not engage with the many different
ways this technology might shape other fields. Second, the
field of Generative AI research is changing so rapidly that
any attempt to take stock of its potential will become out of
date quickly—as well as information about its possible risks
or dangers. Therefore, I urge the reader to take caution in
evaluating the potential of the research techniques described
below, which may yet be judged scientifically unsound, un-
ethical, or both. Third, I do not provide a technical discussion
of how Generative AI models work, since these are broadly
available elsewhere (8). Instead of a “user’s guide” for Gen-
erative AI in social science research, I hope to inspire ongo-
ing dialogue among researchers about whether or how this
new technology should be used to study human behavior in
different settings.

What is Generative AI?
The term “Generative AI” describes a broad set of tools de-
veloped by researchers in statistics, computer science, and
engineering. At a high level, the term demarcates a shift
in the use of machine learning technology from pattern
recognition— where tools are created to identify latent pat-
terns in text, images, or other unstructured datasets— towards
the generation of free-form text, images, and video, via al-
gorithms that are trained on large datasets, usually collected
from online sources. Large Language Models (LLMs) such
as ChatGPT ingest vast amounts of text-based data, and iden-
tify the probability that a word (or set of words) will occur
given the presence of other language patterns within a pas-
sage of text. As technology progressed to allow artificial in-
telligence researchers to train such models on increasingly
large amounts of text, technologies such as GPT-3 became
more adept at predicting the language most likely to follow
different “prompts”—short pieces of text designed to shape
the LLM’s outputs, such as a question. LLMs thus resemble
the “auto-complete” technologies that have become pervasive
on search engines, apps, and other digital spaces over the past
decade, but with considerably greater scale and more sophis-
ticated training processes that are described in additional de-
tail below.
Parallel advancements have been made with image—and, to
a lesser extent, video. Instead of calculating the probability

of words given other words, Generative AI tools that create
de novo images use the co-occurrence of pixels of different
colors or sizes to weave together a range of synthetic visu-
als. These include synthetic human faces, reproductions of
classic artwork, or surreal— and at times quite innovative—
forms of art that have provoked both excitement and concern
among people in creative industries. Finally, a new class of
models such as DALL-E and Stable Diffusion create such
visual content through text prompts— searching for connec-
tions between patterns in the co-occurrence of words and the
arrangement of pixels— that allow a user to request highly
specialized visual content (such as a picture of the psycholo-
gist Daniel Kahneman riding an elephant across the campus
of Princeton University).
Though the quality of texts and images produced by Genera-
tive AI continues to impress many, the fidelity of these mod-
els also have well-known limitations. Due to space limita-
tions, I shall mention four in this introduction that are partic-
ularly germane to social science research. First, content gen-
erated by Generative AI includes the full panoply of human
flaws that exist within the training data used to create them.
Early LLMs, for example, could be goaded into making racist
or sexist comments with minimal effort. Though newer tools
have more sophisticated safeguards, it is often trivial to cir-
cumvent them via subtle rephrasing of text prompts. Second,
LLMs lack the capacity to perform basic problem solving—
let alone causal inference—despite the fact that they can pro-
duce high scores on standardized tests such as the GRE or
Bar Exam (9) and arguably demonstrate “theory of mind"
(10). Third, the capacity of Generative AI to perform well on
standardized tests may come at the cost of its performance
in other areas— a phenomenon often described as “overfit-
ting.” That is, the more Generative AI models are trained
to succeed at one type of task, the less well they are able
to perform others— though these problems may become less
significant with scale. Finally LLMs frequently “hallucinate”
or create realistic sounding statements— often delivered with
confidence— that are patently untrue or misleading.

Opportunities for Social Science with Gener-
ative AI
Despite—or perhaps because of—their significant flaws,
Generative AI tools appear capable of impersonating humans
in some settings. The computer scientist Alan Turing was
among the first to propose evaluating artificial intelligence
by identifying whether humans can distinguish content pro-
duced by people or AI. Using GPT-2, a precursor to ChatGPT
that produces much lower quality texts, Kreps et al. studied
whether research participants could differentiate short state-
ments about U.S. foreign policy generated by this LLM and
human respondents. They found GPT-2 could successfully
impersonate humans, and that it can even write lengthy news
stories about international affairs that are judged to be as
credible as those authored by real journalists. In a more re-
cent study, Jakesch et al. examined whether human survey
respondents could discern whether texts about job postings
and online dating profiles were created by humans or GPT-
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3, the penultimate large language model created by OpenAI
(11) In a series of experiments, these scholars show that hu-
mans are largely unable to determine whether such texts are
authored by humans or GPT-3. Finally, Zhou et al. show that
GPT-3 can easily produce misinformation about COVID-19
that can escape detection by the type of detection techniques
used by social media platforms (12). More recent studies in-
dicate AI-generated content can influence human attitudes,
even if it is false or misleading (13, 14).

Despite the obvious potential for harm when Generative AI
successfully impersonates humans, these same capabilities
may be useful to social scientists for research purposes. For
example, social science experiments often include texts or
images designed to prime human respondents to behave in a
certain manner, or exhibit some type of feeling. A researcher
interested in studying how emotions shape responsiveness to
political advertising campaigns, for example, may wish to
show a respondent texts or images designed to create fear
before asking them about their voting intentions. Or, a re-
searcher who aims to evaluate racial discrimination in hir-
ing may wish to show research participants two images—one
that features a Caucasian job applicant and another that de-
picts an African American job candidate—and subsequently
evaluate participant’s perceptions of the employability of the
two candidates, ceteris paribus. Generative AI may be useful
for creating such vignettes and/or images— especially with
iterative feedback from researchers—to increase the external
validity and comparability of those primes, or to protect the
privacy of real humans whose images might be used in such
studies.

Creating a compelling piece of short text or a single im-
age that describes a job applicant is a relatively low-bar for
Generative AI to pass (and one where it still often fails).
Shorter texts provide fewer opportunities for Generative AI
tools to make errors or hallucinate untruths (or half truths)
that decrease its capacity to impersonate a human. Yet there
is also evidence that Generative AI can perform reasonably
well at more complex human behaviors. For example, Ar-
gyle et al. demonstrate GPT-3 can accurately impersonate re-
spondents to large, nationally-representative public opinion
surveys from a range of different demographic backgrounds
(15). Prompting such tools with details about the charac-
teristics of a respondent, for example, makes them produce
fairly accurate predictions about how a real respondent with
such characteristics might respond to a public opinion sur-
vey. Some even argue such “silicon samples" could be used
to produce more diverse samples than the convenience sam-
ples utilized by so many university researchers– and may also
allow researchers to administer lengthier survey instruments,
since LLMs have potentially unlimited attention spans (16).
Understanding how LLMs respond to survey may be dou-
bly important given recent reports that these tools are being
trained to impersonate survey respondents by malicious ac-
tors seeking to game the industry.

Though silicon samples will not soon displace survey re-
search with human respondents, they may still be very use-
ful for pre-testing surveys, imputing missing data— or per-

haps even survey experiments— before they are dispatched
(at considerable cost) to large groups of human respondents
(15, 17). Horton, for example, argues synthetic research re-
spondents created using GPT-3 can be used to reproduce sev-
eral classic studies in behavioral economics (18). Similarly,
Aher et al. show that GPT-3 can also reproduce classic social
psychology experiments—including the infamous Milgram
experiment—though interestingly it is not capable of repro-
ducing the “wisdom of crowds" phenomenon(19). Still other
studies indicate GPT-3 can replicate classic experiments in
cognitive science and the study of morality (20, 21). Others
have proposed Generative AI is also a useful tool for creating
survey questions, or designing multi-item scales to measure
abstract social concepts (22).

Whether Generative AI can successfully impersonate humans
in more complex social settings such as interpersonal conver-
sations is much less clear. This is an important question since
the Turing test is most often administered in a setting where a
human can interact— and ask questions of— both an AI chat-
bot and a human in order to distinguish them from each other.
Early attempts to create chatbots that could pass the Tur-
ing test largely failed. Rule-based chatbots such as ELIZA,
the 1968 invention that delivered Rogerian psychotherapy by
identifying keywords in user input and linking them to sets
of responses that encouraged them to self-reflect, lacked the
capacity to respond to emergent or dynamic conversational
turns in a compelling manner. Chatbots that followed such
simple rules were eventually displaced by those which learn
from natural language use in the 2000s and 2010s. But un-
til recently, these chatbots also appeared incapable of passing
the Turing test, since they struggled to generate original con-
tent and frequently redirected conversations—or failed to fol-
low other conventions in human conversation that made them
fairly easy to identify. Generative AI holds the potential to
create more realistic human-like interactions given that many
such tools are trained on larger amounts of data that describe
human interactions—and also because of recent technical in-
novations (e.g. transformer models and increasingly power-
ful deep neural networks).

A crude test of the capacity of Generative AI to generate
plausibly human behavior in social settings is multiplayer
online games. Though such games certainly do not simu-
late the full range of human behaviors that are of interest to
social scientists, they may provide a useful baseline to evalu-
ate the performance of these tools in more complex settings.
Prior to the advent of Generative AI, believable characters
in video games were created via simple rules, or via “rein-
forcement learning" where AI characters adapt their behav-
ior based upon past experiences with human players. Key
to such behavior was a system where AI agents could re-
call prior events— or, in other words, demonstrate working
memory. Such AI has been commonplace in video games
for some time, and AI systems have even surpassed the capa-
bilities of human players in a variety of more simple games
such as Backgammon, Chess, and AlphaGo for many years.
More recently, however, researchers have shown that LLMs
can also learn to use natural language in games that require
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complex reasoning and high-level strategy to defeat human
players, such as Diplomacy (23, 24).
Another line of research examines how the introduction of
AI agents in multiplayer games shapes the behavior of the
humans they play with. Dell’Aqua, Kogut, and Perkowski
study a collaborative cooking game where AI’s performance
is known to exceed that of human players (25). When an
AI agent is introduced in a team setting, the researchers find
that human agents perform more poorly when the agent is
on their team, compared to an all-human team. This may be
because the introduction of the AI agent makes coordination
more difficult for human players— and also creates less trust
among members of the team. Conversely, Traeger et al. find
that automated agents that are trained to perform poorly at
collaborative tasks such as games can actually improve the
behavior of human team members (26). It is possible that AI
which completes tasks with greater skill than humans creates
frustration and in-fighting, whereas AI that demonstrates less
competence encourages empathy and collaboration to over-
come poor group performance.
If groups of automated agents can create believable group
behavior when dispatched in unison, this may enable new
forms of research as well. For example, many social science
theories indicate group-level processes shape human behav-
ior. But recruiting large groups of people to interact is of-
ten logistically impossible, prohibitively expensive—or both.
Though Generative AI will probably never perfectly repli-
cate the spontaneous behavior of human groups, researchers
may nevertheless be able to dispatch groups of bots in on-
line spaces to approximate such behavior. To give one of
many possible examples, researchers could create groups of
bots that hold different types of opinions about a given issue,
and determine when individual research participants are in-
fluenced by majority and minority views after observing con-
versations between automated agents in an interactive setting.
Setting aside the many ethical issues which such research—
an issue which I discuss in detail below— studies with sim-
ulated agents would reduce costs and forestall the challenge
of recruiting large groups of people to participate in research
at the same time (27). At the same time, there is not yet a
“gold standard” study that shows that groups of automated
agents can accurately simulate humans. This—combined
with the potential for yet unidentified risks that may occur
when LLMs interact with each other—suggest social scien-
tists should proceed with great caution in this area.

Can Generative AI Improve Simulation-Based Re-
search?. Because previous studies only examine AI agents
in relatively simplistic multiplayer games or problem-solving
tasks governed by clear rules, it is largely unknown whether
Generative AI can successfully mimic emergent behavior
among large groups of people. This is a key goal of the
“agent-based modelling” paradigm, in which researchers cre-
ate synthetic societies to study social processes. This tradi-
tion, which dates back to the 1970s, typically involves the
creation of a facsimile of a social setting (such as a social
network, neighborhood, or marketplace). The researcher then
creates individual agents who interact with each other in such

settings according to a set of rules determined by the model
(28). For example, a researcher may assign an agent member-
ship in one of two identity groups and then simulate a contest
for control of territory between them. The agents in such a
model can be assigned behaviors such as maximizing their
own self-interest (or that of a group to which they belong),
and these parameters can be systematically varied in order to
identify the range of possible outcomes within the broader
social setting.

A key strength of agent based models is that they allow
researchers to explore hypothetical scenarios and identify
micro-level patterns (such as in-group bias) that can cre-
ate macro-level patterns (e.g. residential segregation). But
these models also have many well documented weaknesses.
First, the agents within such models are usually overly sim-
plistic; making binary decisions from a range of different
input parameters that belie the complexity of most human
interactions— especially those where the consequences of
such choices may not be immediately clear. Second, many
agent-based models create de novo social settings (such as
early human civilizations or social networks where connec-
tions between agents are randomly wired) that are seldom
observed in real-world settings. Thus, the external validity
of research that employs agent-based models is often quite
low, and the entire research tradition is sometimes dismissed
as meaningless artificial behavior within equally artificial set-
tings that belie the blooming, buzzing, confusion of everyday
life—to paraphrase the psychologist William James.

Generative AI tools such as LLMs provide new occasion
to revisit the social simulation paradigm. Park et al. (29)
created a social simulation where several dozen agents—
independently powered by multiple instances of ChatGPT—
interacted with each other in a fictitious small-town set-
ting. The researchers gave the agents personalities and traits
(e.g. a pharmacist who is gregarious), and developed a soft-
ware infrastructure which allowed agents to have memories
that summarized past interactions with other agents. These
agents not only developed daily routines as the simulation
progressed (e.g. waking up and eating breakfast), but also
demonstrated emergent group properties. For example, one
agent announced she was having a party, and the other agents
began to discuss whether they would attend. One of the
agents even asked one of the others out on a date to attend
this event, and others engaged in gossip about this burgeon-
ing romantic relationship. Though this study created a rela-
tively simplistic social environment with a small number of
agents, it provides a proof of concept that Generative AI has
the potential to create a renaissance in social simulation re-
search.

Park et al.’s study is not designed to test a social science the-
ory. But it may be easily repurposed to do so. For example, a
scholar interested in examining how social media echo cham-
bers might hasten the spread of misinformation could seed a
false statement within a network of agents powered by LLMs
that are prompted using the characteristics of real social me-
dia users—or a corpus of their past messages. By experi-
mentally varying the size and rigidity of the echo chamber—
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that is, the heterogeneity of political beliefs that agents are
exposed to—researchers could examine how far dangerous
misinformation spreads before it is challenged or corrected.
What is more, researchers might even be able to simulate
what might happen if the people spreading misinformation
are confronted with such counter-arguments. Needless to say,
such simulations might be far from how real-world events
might unfold in such dynamic settings. But they could repre-
sent a major improvement upon previous models where po-
litical beliefs are condensed into simplistic binary rules that
compel agents to act without language, memory, or knowl-
edge of social context (via prompt engineering).
A further advantage of research with Generative AI and
agent-based models is that it could be used to study topics
that would be dangerous to study in real life (such as violent
extremism on social media), or to study populations that are
very difficult to survey (e.g. violent extremists) (16). Such
simulations might inform what little observational research
we have on such topics or populations—and could be cali-
brated using these data as well. Emergent group behaviors
identified through simulation research could inform obser-
vational data collection in turn—or, potentially—social in-
terventions designed to prevent such behavior. Far more re-
search is needed, however, to determine whether social sim-
ulations have the fidelity to be useful in such endeavors—
especially since many populations that are difficult to study
may not be well represented in the training data used to create
Generative AI.

Can Generative AI Serve as a Virtual Research Assis-
tant?. Regardless of whether Generative AI can effectively
simulate human behavior, it may also be useful to social sci-
entists for more menial research tasks. Perhaps the most
promising task that could be outsourced to Generative AI is
content analysis of text-based data. Even before the emer-
gence of transformer models such as ChatGPT, the field of
natural language processing produced a series of tools that
were widely adopted by social scientists who studied large
amounts of text-based data (30). These included topic mod-
els and word embeddings that could identify patterns in large
corpora, even though researchers often struggled to interpret
the output of such “unsupervised” methods. A parallel group
of “supervised” models were also widely applied to identify
patterns in large corpora by training algorithms using text an-
notated by human coders.
A series of new papers suggests GPT-3 and more recent mod-
els can produce surprisingly accurate analyses of text-based
data, with minimal training. For example, Wu et al. demon-
strate GPT-3 can produce accurate classifications of the ide-
ology of U.S. elected officials by analyzing their public state-
ments (31). This team passed the names of random pairs of
elected officials to the model and asked it to identify which of
the two was “more conservative” or “more liberal.” The re-
sults closely approximate the popular DW-Nominate method
for measuring the ideology of elected officials using roll-call
voting, but also identified more nuance within moderates who
often vote against the extreme wings of their parties. Simi-
larly, Yang and Menczer argue GPT-3 can accurately code the

credibility of media sources (32). Gilardi et al. argue GPT-
3 can accurately measure the topic of tweets, the stance or
opinions of their authors, and the “frames" used to organize
the message in a narrative manner (33). In addition to passing
GPT-3 the full text of tweets, these researchers also fed the
coding instructions that would typically be assigned to hu-
man coders as a prompt to the model. They find that GPT-3
performs better than workers trained with such materials on
Amazon Mechanical Turk— though such coders are known
to be less accurate than those trained directly by researchers
in small group settings. Mellon et al., however, compared
GPT-3’s coding performance to highly trained coders who
were instructed to analyze statements about British Elections
(34). They find the model produced the same classification
95% of the time.
Ziems et al. offer a more systematic analysis of the capa-
bilities of LLMs for coding texts (35). Using an array of
hand-coded datasets from sociology, political science, and
psychology—as well as non-social science fields such as
history, literature and linguistics—they compare the capa-
bilities of LLMs to reproduce hand-coded labels. Over-
all, they find LLMs perform reasonably well—particularly
in coding data created by political scientists and sociolo-
gists. Unsurprisingly, they find the latest models (e.g. Chat-
GPT and Google’s FLAN-UL2) perform better than earlier
models, and in some cases even surpass supervised models
trained on a particular dataset. LLMs also appear to assign
more accurate codes for some topics (e.g. misinformation)
than others—which may be an artifact of the way they were
trained. That such models can reproduce coding decisions
of humans without any specific training is encouraging, but
Ziems et al. (2023) warn that the most effective usage of
LLMs will still require some degree of human supervision,
and familiarity with task-specific prompt-engineering. Use-
fully, these authors also identify best practices for both of
these tasks and present a reproducible data analysis pipeline
for ongoing evaluation of future models and other datasets.
Törnberg provides further practical instructions about best
practices for automated coding with LLMs as well (36).
Together, these early studies indicate Generative AI has con-
siderable potential to serve as a virtual research assistant.
Though its accuracy may remain significantly lower than hu-
man coders for many tasks, these accuracy trade-offs must be
weighed against other factors such as the speed with which
LLMs can code, or their potential to code texts in many dif-
ferent languages. There is also preliminary evidence that
Generative AI may assist researchers with other rudimentary
tasks typically assigned to research assistants such as data
coding, or data entry (37). As I discuss below, there is also
some indication these tools might be useful for performing
preliminary literature reviews or meta-analyses, or systemati-
cally extracting findings (or effect sizes and research designs)
from large groups of studies– tasks which are also typically
assigned to human research assistants.

Can Generative AI Help Social Scientists Acquire Pro-
gramming Skills?. Once data poor, social scientists now
face an overwhelming amount of new data from social me-
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dia sites, administrative records, and digitized historical
archives—among other new digital data sources (2). The
number of new technologies available to analyze these data
has also expanded dramatically—not only Generative AI, but
a range of new tools for analyzing observational data and en-
tirely new forms of technology such as apps that can allow
social scientists to collect data innovatively (38). Unfortu-
nately, social science pedagogy has struggled to keep up with
increased demand for the skills necessary to create or ana-
lyze these new wellsprings of data. Most PhD-granting so-
cial science departments do not require students to learn ba-
sic programming skills—apart from those necessary for data
cleaning or basic statistical analyses.
One of the most important contributions of Generative AI to
social science may therefore be expanding access to program-
ming skills. Code-writing assistance using Generative AI has
already become widespread using GitHub CoPilot, which of-
fers software developers an “auto-complete” for writing code
that is powered by OpenAI’s Codex. One can also ask Chat-
GPT to write code using natural language prompts. For ex-
ample, a researcher could ask this tool to write code in Python
that creates a simulation to study how social networks shape
intraveneous drug use. Though the resulting code may be
rather generic, it could nevertheless allow social scientists
who are unable to write such code from scratch to tweak
the model to serve their purposes. Perhaps even more im-
portantly, Generative AI tools can help novices understand
how code works. A ChatGPT user, for example, can ask the
model to explain what is happening in a single line of code,
or how a function operates. Though such interpretation is
not always accurate, it may allow social scientists with lit-
tle programming training to develop a better sense of what
is possible with software engineering, or identify what new
technologies they need to learn to accomplish their goals.
By facilitating broader access to technical skills, Generative
AI could theoretically reshape the value of different skills
within social science. Grossman et al. argue Generative AI
could decrease the value of those with significant quantitative
skills and increase the relevance of those with deep knowl-
edge about theory, concept, and measurement(16). Such in-
dividuals may be critical for the progress of prompt engi-
neering, for example, which often requires deep understand-
ing of the context and style of human language. At the
other extreme, the advent of Generative AI could make so-
cial scientists with technical prowess even more influential—
particularly if such tools need to be carefully fine-tuned or
re-designed to enable more rigorous research on human be-
havior.

Can Generative AI Help Social Scientists Write?. Nu-
merous Generative AI tools are now available to help people
write. These tools can respond to prompts (e.g., “read this
page and write a summary of its contents”), or they can be
used in an iterative fashion (e.g., “make the style of the prose
in the following sentence more scholarly”). Many faculty
members view these tools with skepticism—and warn their
students not to use them. Yet Generative AI tools are already
transforming the writing process in many different fields (37).

They may be most useful for scholars whose first language
is not English, or for English-speaking scholars who wish
to translate their work for new audiences. LLMs may also
be useful to those with more well-worn pens. Korinek pro-
poses social scientists should consider asking LLMs to eval-
uate the weaknesses in their arguments, for example, or iden-
tify counter-arguments (37). Though researchers should not
accept recommendations from LLMs blindly, they may en-
courage us to reflect upon our own blind spots—or to assume
the perspective of others who read our prose.

Can Generative AI Help Social Scientists Perform Lit-
erature Reviews?. In recent decades, social scientists have
enjoyed access to large corpora that compile very large
amounts of peer-reviewed research such as the Web of Sci-
ence. Social studies of science that employ network analysis
and natural language processing to study the growth of fields
have expanded accordingly (39–41). Proponents of Gener-
ative AI have naturally become interested in whether these
new tools can expand our capacity to map science—or even
guide the trajectory of scholarly inquiry. Early attempts to
use Generative AI for this purpose largely failed. For exam-
ple, Meta’s LLM, Galactica, was designed to help scientists
navigate scholarly literatures more efficiently. It produced
such inaccurate responses, however, that it was taken offline
after only three days. The debut of Google’s BARD chat as-
sistant was similarly marred when it provided an inaccurate
response to a question about astronomy during its world-wide
launch event.
Though LLMs are not reliable enough to summarize schol-
arly literatures, they may be a useful muse to social scien-
tists during preliminary stages of research. Elicit.org is a
Large Language Model trained on scholarly databases that
can generate a list of articles that respond to a question such
as “Does Immigration Increase Crime?” The tool not only
produces a set of articles that address this question, but orga-
nizes them according to criteria not typically available within
many scholarly databases— such as whether the studies are
original empirical analyses or meta-analyses. The tool can
further separate studies according to sample size or whether
they include randomized controlled trials. Elicit can also as-
sess what outcomes are measured, and exploit the network-
structure of citations to recommend similar studies in an in-
teractive manner. On the other hand, tools such as Elicit
have many well-known limitations. Its training data excludes
books, for example, and it misses important references at
least as often as an uninitiated human research assistant.
Insofar as Generative AI is capable of providing a broad per-
spective on many different scientific fields, it may also be
useful for identifying novel research questions. I asked Elicit
to generate a new set of questions about social media and
political polarization— a topic which I have studied exten-
sively. Several of the questions it generated were unimpres-
sive or nonsensical. But of the eight questions it proposed,
I consider two of them to be fairly good ideas that test the
boundaries of the field: 1) “How is the impact of social media
on politics different across countries?” and 2) “Why do peo-
ple switch social media platforms, and how might this impact
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polarization”? Though Generative AI will not soon serve as
a capable dissertation advisor, it may nevertheless be “good
to think with,” as the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu was
fond of saying.

Limitations and Possible Dangers
To this point, I have presented a somewhat optimistic view
of the potential for Generative AI to improve social science.
But these tools have major limitations that could negatively
impact the accuracy, interpretation, and practice of social sci-
ence research. In the following sections, I discuss these limi-
tations in detail.

Generative AI Exhibits Human Biases. Artificial intelli-
gence is routinely criticized for amplifying various types of
inter-group bias (42–46). Such bias exists because most AI
tools are trained using data created by humans, and there-
fore often exhibit a broad range of prejudice and cognitive er-
rors. To cite one of many possible examples, technologies for
predicting crime may evince bias against African-Americans.
This may result from the existence of racial prejudice in train-
ing data (e.g. sentencing decisions by judges) or because
crime is more often reported within African-American com-
munities because of increased police surveillance in such ar-
eas (47). There are many, many more examples that have
been documented at length elsewhere (44, 45, 48). Gener-
ative AI has heightened concerns about bias, because these
tools are trained on large amounts of data created by humans
on the internet– where inter-group prejudice is pervasive.
One way to assess the scale and direction of bias in Genera-
tive AI is to ask LLMs to complete public opinion surveys.
Santurkar et al. asked a series of LLMs trained by OpenAI
and A121 Labs to respond to questions within a large group of
surveys administered within the United States (49). By com-
paring how the models responded to questions about abor-
tion, gun control, and a range of other topics, the researchers
were able to assess how closely each model resembles 60 dif-
ferent demographic subgroups in the United States. They find
most LLM’s responses are considerably more liberal than
the general population, and reflect those who are younger
and have more education. LLMs are particularly unlikely
to perform the responses of those over sixty-five years old,
and those who live alone. Other researchers have shown that
LLMs tend to exhibit bias against women and racial minori-
ties (44, 50). In other words, LLMs appear to reflect the inter-
ests of the most advantaged part of U.S. society, though not
those who have more conservative viewpoints or live in rural
areas. Another study indicates LLMs have distinctive per-
sonality characteristics— specifically, they are more likely to
be extroverted and agreeable than neurotic (51). This may
be due to the fact that many LLMs are created with customer
service applications in mind.
Santurkar et al. show that bias within LLMs can be partially
addressed using prompt engineering— i.e. when a researcher
asks the model to perform the role of a specific group (e.g.
a wealthy Republican from Texas) (49). This mirrors earlier
research which suggests removing bias from AI tools may be

easier than removing it from human populations (52). How-
ever, such strategies depend critically upon the capacity of
researchers to identify bias in the first place. This is no easy
task when the processes used to train the most popular Gener-
ative AI models—such as ChatGPT—are largely unknown.
Without access to the types of training data fed into such
models, researchers can only examine “known unknowns.”
If poor elderly people in rural areas are unable to voice their
collective concern about how Generative AI represents them,
for example, researchers may be unlikely to address such bias
on their own.

A key question for social scientists is whether the tendency
of Generative AI to exhibit bias is a “bug" or a “feature"
for research purposes. Social scientists often design exper-
iments that examine the impact of bias on attitudes or be-
haviors. If such bias can be carefully controlled—a major
assumption—it could allow researchers to study its impact in
empirical settings (for example, a survey respondent evalu-
ating a hypothetical applicant for a job). It is further possi-
ble that Generative AI might be useful in “reverse engineer-
ing” some types of bias. Running experiments on the pro-
nouns produced in response to a broad range of prompts, for
example, has the potential to identify new types of gender
discrimination— particularly within the online settings that
produce the training data for Generative AI tools (50). On
the other hand, the inability of Generative AI tools to perform
accurate representations of people from marginalized groups
could hinder social science research. Those who hope LLMs
might help researchers assess the impact of their interven-
tions among more diverse populations, for example, might be
disappointed by the quality of such impersonations because
of insufficient training data.

One of the most important stages in training a Generative
AI model is when its developers provide it with feedback
through a process known as “fine-tuning." Developers often
attempt to train their models to avoid making racist state-
ments or discussing dangerous topics such as how to create
weapons, for example. This process typically occurs both
behind closed doors. Employees of the companies that create
Generative AI engage in “red team” attacks designed to goad
the model into producing prejudiced, dangerous, or illegal
content. Developers then develop workflows to prevent the
models from discussing such content. Though such guard-
rails arguably improve the safety of Generative AI, they may
impede the ability of social scientists to leverage their bias for
research purposes (16). Researchers who want to use LLMs
to impersonate biased groups, for example, may discover
these tools are unable or unwilling to perform such roles be-
cause they have been fine-tuned according to the normative
preferences of highly-educated liberals who may have more
concern about the protection of marginalized groups than oth-
ers (16, 53). A recent study also suggests fine-tuning models
for safety purposes may degrade their performance on many
other tasks—from mathematics to writing code (54). The
opaqueness of the fine-tuning process may create other prob-
lems that are difficult to detect. Many LLMs are fine-tuned to
impersonate humans more accurately– but this training pro-
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cess may also make them more likely to share inaccurate in-
formation (55).

Will Generative AI Spread Misinformation about Social
Science?. The potential for malicious actors to use Genera-
tive AI to spread misinformation—or for these tools to ex-
hibit bias in a variety of settings used by well-intentioned
actors in the short term—is deeply concerning. But the ca-
pacity of Generative AI to produce inaccurate information or
“hallucinate" may also create insidious problems in the long
term. As the internet becomes increasingly flooded with bi-
ased or inaccurate texts and images generated by AI, what
will prevent future models from training themselves on these
same flawed data? A recent example of how such a scenario
might unfold is Stack Overflow, a popular “question and an-
swer” website that software developers use to help each other
write code. As enthusiasm about the capacity of Generative
AI to write code peaked, some Stack Overflow users created
bots that automatically passed people’s questions about soft-
ware to an LLM. Though some of the answers produced by
the LLM were high quality, others were completely incorrect.
The website quickly announced a new policy that prevented
users from employing LLMs to answer questions to prevent a
situation where users would struggle to distinguish the good
information from the bad—particularly given the tendency of
LLMs to deliver inaccurate information in a confident man-
ner, and its capacity to generate thousands of answers in short
order.
The “Stack Overflow Problem” could be particularly danger-
ous for researchers who rely upon LLMs to perform litera-
ture reviews, generate new research questions, or otherwise
summarize large corpora they are unable to read themselves.
Journals and funding agencies may find themselves over-
whelmed by low-quality “junk-science" created by LLMs.
Fortunately, computer scientists have begun to create digital
“watermarks” that may allow LLMs to identify themselves,
or other models. Watermarks are already being used in Gen-
erative AI models that create images, but they are somewhat
more difficult to implement within LLMs. One proposal is to
create an “accent” for LLMs— giving them a list of words
they should use whenever possible—to allow people to retro-
spectively identify content that was not generated by humans
(56). But even this proposal will be difficult to implement at
scale. Each entity that develops LLMs will not only have to
agree to use watermarks, but they will also need to coordi-
nate with each other. Large companies might be encouraged
to do this through government regulation. But such coordina-
tion would be unable to detect LLMs created by individuals
skilled enough to develop smaller models on their own. The
potential for such small-scale LLM development was made
much easier by the recent leak of Facebook’s LLAMA model,
and the rapid progress of other small open-source LLMs.

Is Research with Generative AI Ethical?. Perhaps the
most pressing question for social scientists is whether re-
search with Generative AI is ethical (57, 58). This question is
particularly important since many Generative AI tools exhibit
biases that are not only offensive (e.g. racism or misogyny),

but may also hallucinate inaccurate information that could be
shared by research participants on social media platforms, or
elsewhere. While these questions may be less important for
social scientists using Generative AI in a carefully supervised
manner—for example, using DALL-E to generate a picture of
a person that might be used in a survey experiment—they as-
sume added importance in situations where human research
participants might have conversations with a LLM in an un-
supervised manner.
Must researchers always obtain informed consent before ex-
posing study participants to Generative AI? This practice ap-
pears critical for any study where a respondent could be ex-
posed to misinformation or abusive language generated by
LLMs. Yet disclosing the role of Generative AI in research
also decreases its scientific utility for simulating human be-
havior. Even worse, disclosing the existence of Generative
AI within a research context would make it difficult for re-
searchers to know whether study participants’ attitudes and
behaviors are shaped by their experiences interacting with
synthetic agents, or their attitudes towards artificial intelli-
gence more broadly.
One solution to this problem may be to design studies in
which research participants are informed they may interact
with artificial intelligence during a study, but employ a mix
of human and AI agents within interactive settings. Even this
strategy, though, creates the risk that an AI agent could en-
courage conflict between human participants. Some of these
risks might be mitigated via content moderation filters that
are currently available for some LLMs—and through rigor-
ous testing of the prompts used to guide LLMs in research
settings. Yet given the probabilistic nature of these models—
and the ever changing ways abuse and harassment can occur
in online settings—such strategies should not be considered
fail-safe.
Another strategy is to design studies where Generative AI
acts as a mediator between human participants. For exam-
ple, Argyle et al. recruited a large group of Americans with
opposing views about gun regulation to participate in a peer-
to-peer chat on an online forum (59). In the experimental
condition, one person in each pair was shown a rephrasing
of a message they were about to send to their partner cre-
ated by GPT-3. These rephrasing used evidence-based in-
sights from social science about how to make conversations
about divisive issues less polarizing (e.g. active listening).
The researchers found this intervention made conversations
about gun control more productive and less stressful for those
whose partner used recommendations from GPT-3. This in-
tervention eschews the issue of informed consent, since hu-
man impersonation is not necessary to evaluate the research
question. Furthermore, the researchers did not force human
participants to accept the rephrasings proposed by GPT-3;
rather, they were allowed to choose from several of them,
edit their original message, or reject all of them. The AI-
as mediator approach may also facilitate peer-to-peer mental
health interventions and empower women within democratic
discourse as well, according to recent studies (60, 61).
A final strategy might be to use Generative AI to try to di-
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agnose possible ethical issues in research studies themselves.
Earlier I mentioned that researchers demonstrated that GPT-
3 could perform the responses characteristic of participants
in the infamous Milgram experiment. In this study, research
participants were asked to administer a lethal shock to an-
other participant whom they could not see. Milgram showed
that many respondents were willing to do so out of deference
to authority, but the study was widely criticized for creating
trauma amongst participants. If a similar experiment were at-
tempted today about an issue that is not yet widely viewed as
unethical, could GPT-3 be used to simulate outcomes before
the study is launched with human participants? If so, could
such simulations help researchers evaluate the likelihood of
ethical issues ante facto? Because LLMs are trained using
retrospective data, they may be of limited utility in predicting
ethical issues on the horizon, but they may nevertheless help
researchers learn from each other’s mistakes.
Though Generative AI might help us solve some ethical
problems—such as using simulations to study dangerous so-
cial interventions—it also raises new concerns about privacy
and confidentiality. If a researcher uses ChatGPT to code
a series of in-depth interviews about a sensitive topic such
as intimate partner violence, the full-text of these interviews
may be logged inside private corporations that are not be-
holden to the same standards for protecting human subjects as
university researchers. Generative AI tools may also lead so-
cial science researchers to infringe upon the intellectual prop-
erty of others unknowingly. A political scientist who uses an
LLM to create a vignette for a survey experiment could ac-
cidentally employ language that is very similar to that of a
best-selling government thriller.
A final ethical concern is the impact of Generative AI on
climate change. A 2019 study indicates training a single
large language model may generate as much carbon diox-
ide as the lifetime emission of five automobiles (62). Since
the size of Generative AI models has grown considerably
since 2019, social scientists must carefully reflect upon the
presumably much larger environmental costs of develop-
ing such technologies— even if recent engineering advances
have made training processes more efficient.

Is Research with Generative AI Reproducible?. A key
pillar of the open-science movement is that researchers
should design studies that can be replicated by others. Given
the probabilistic nature of Generative AI, this creates a fun-
damental challenge (63). What is more, most organizations
that develop Generative AI are constantly fine-tuning them to
make them more effective or to create new safeguards against
bias or illicit behavior. But ongoing development can also
cause “drift" within LLMs, such that behavior that was ob-
served at one point could be quite different at a future point
in time (54). Put differently, Generative AI may help re-
searchers increase the external validity of their research de-
signs, but this may come at the cost of internal validity (16).
Because the process of model development and fine-tuning is
so secretive, researchers who attempt to replicate each other’s
work may not be primed to look for different model behavior
across time. Moreover, the lack of transparency across differ-

ent Generative AI models suggests researchers could observe
very different behavior between, for example, ChatGPT and
Google’s Bard chatbot. The open-source models I discuss
in additional detail below may provide an opportunity to in-
crease the reproducibility of Generative AI models—as well
as recent advances in prompt engineering (64). But these
strategies may still lack temporal validity. A researcher who
attempts to use a model trained on data from 2020 to dis-
cuss politics in 2023 should not be surprised if it produces
language that assumed Donald Trump is still president of the
United States.

Will Fixing Bugs Caused by AI Make us Less Effi-
cient?. Above I argued that Generative AI may assist social
scientists in a variety of mundane tasks such as coding, pro-
gramming, and writing. Yet the many limitations of these
tools just discussed apply to these areas as well. Though
researchers may be able to detect unwanted racist bias in a
text rather easily, small mistakes in a lengthy piece of code
authored by an LLM is much more difficult to detect. In-
deed, expert coders who use the “autopilot” tools described
above report identifying such tiny bugs in code can make the
costs of Generative AI for software development outweigh its
benefits (65). A useful analogy is the self-driving car. Such
vehicles appeal to many because they could reduce the cog-
nitive and physical stresses associated with driving. Yet in
practice, many self-driving cars need to be closely monitored
by drivers in case the AI fails . In other words, the need to
constantly monitor self-driving cars may substantially reduce
the benefits of automation. Social scientists may soon face
a similar trade off: though we may initial enjoy outsourcing
difficult or tedious parts of our jobs to Generative AI, we may
soon discover that monitoring its performance may be more
trouble than it is worth.

Conclusion
Few technologies have considered so much excitement—and
so much concern—as Generative AI. Hype cycle dynamics
indicate expectations for these tools may soon reach their
peak, and crash down rapidly as users become more familiar
with their limitations(3). I expect social scientists will con-
tinue to play a key role in identifying those pitfalls given their
extensive experience studying subjects such as bias and mis-
information. But I also hope that social scientists will not be-
come so preoccupied by the limitations of Generative AI that
we do not fully evaluate its promise. For every new prob-
lem these tools create, they also hold the potential to solve
many others. If the capabilities of these tools continue to ex-
pand at a fraction of their current pace, Generative AI may a
foritiori become a fixture within the social scientist’s toolkit
much sooner than many researchers realize.
A collective effort is needed to ensure that social scientists
continue to shape the future of Generative AI. Our capacity
to perform high quality research with these tools will require
us to learn to identify and control bias—and train models
to distinguish high quality research from plausible halluci-
nations. We may also need to create new open-source re-
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search environments designed to enable research that is eth-
ical, reproducible, and broadly accessible. Social scientists
must work together to create these collective goods soon, be-
fore the architectures used to create Generative AI become
so deeply embedded within large corporations that they are
only accessible to a handful of researchers. Developing such
a framework would also create new responsibilities. Access
to a powerful LLM designed for social science research, for
example, would have to be carefully controlled to prevent it
from being used to study how to create more effective social
media influence campaigns.
Above all, social scientists should not think of themselves
as mere “end-users" of Generative AI. I predict the future
of AI research will require training models to better under-
stand the science of social relationships—for example, how
an AI agent should interact in group settings where the goal
is not simply to provide utility for a single user, but to navi-
gate the more complex challenges associated with emergent
group behaviors. If I am correct, social scientists may soon
find themselves at the center of efforts to “reverse engineer”
what the sociologist William H. Sewell Jr. calls the “social
sense.” That is, the ability for Generative AI to detect and
navigate the taken-for-granted social norms and expectations
that guide so much human behavior—especially those that
are rarely captured by our pens (or keyboards). This will re-
quire a much more sophisticated understanding of how the
behavior of individual agents is constrained by social net-
works, institutions, organizations, and other extra-individual
factors that are cornerstones of the science of human behav-
ior.
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